Curated list of shared resources and anonymised comments from Chat – OASPA Webinar: Open Book Metadata – February 24, 2021

- The blog post that Mel is referring to: Open Access books and [in]discoverability: a library perspective

- Just asking about the existence of an 856 field - the URL - in the metadata record shown?
  “In our LMS, the 856 disappears when it is translated into the URL in the bib record's electronic portfolio. (and I should also say that I wasn’t saying the full extent of either record - there were some control fields above the fields I showed). Our import profile flips the 856 url into the electronic portfolio and then deletes the 856.”
  Mel Bach

- “Hi Mel, I am one of 2 UK library reps on the Ex Libris CZMG. I can explain some of the issues that your colleagues noted in their blog. Key is restrictive licencing for metadata re-use; when metadata for the titles was first loaded; prioritisation (or not) of open access collections in CZ. I would be happy to work with you to unravel all of this.”

- Metadata licensing: book metadata in DOAB and OAPEN Library is cc0 - Metadata for Libraries and Aggregators (DOAB)

- Metadata for Libraries and Aggregators

- “To follow up, those interested in the Crossref books group can let me know and I will follow up after. The next of our quarterly calls is in just a few weeks.” Jennifer Kemp

- Open Metadata in Thoth · COPIM

- “Under Horizon Europe, metadata of the deposited version in a repository has to be made available under CCO (or equivalent)”

- “After the move to DSpace (last week), we (OAPEN) have cleaned up our license metadata

  CC-BY-NC-ND (12716) / CC-BY (7054) / CC-BY-NC-SA (1626) / CC-BY-NC (1618) / CC-BY-SA (1388) / Other open license (801) / CC-BY-ND (560) / All rights reserved (1)”

- This report by Jisc could be of potential interest to attendees: Remodelling the library data marketplace – results

- COUNTER R5 usage data of the OAPEN Library: PR_P1: Platform Usage

- Metadata Ethics issues - Please see the recently published Code of Cataloguing Ethics (Joint USA, Canadian & UK initiative) aimed at cataloguers and metadata managers (libraries and publishers) Cataloging Ethics Steering Committee Website

- https://bit.ly/OAEBUGROUPS is where anyone can opt-in to inform our project (Christina Drummond)

- SciELO in DOAB

- https://bit.ly/OABookSupplyChainMap is the link to the OA eBook Supply Chain report (Christina Drummond)

- SciELO Books: http://books.scielo.org/en/    Email: scielo.books@scielo.org

- The Association of University Presses of Latin America and the Caribbean (EULAC) Libros de Universidades | EULAC / juan.cordoba@urosario.edu.co

- Crossref Books interest group (Jennifer Kemp)

- Sign the Metadata 2020 pledge (Jennifer Kemp)
“There is no silver bullet. Accompanying collaboration are connection and awareness - and they are just as powerful. +1 Christina in creating a bridge - a connection infrastructure that allows us to see what may need to be amplified, need extra support, to see the gaps that need to be filled. We should not be competing but connecting because we are all still trying to pursue a common goal. The solutions need to be diverse in order to support the diverse needs. But by being aware of other programs and projects and connecting these with others, we prevent silos, re-inventing wheels.”

“Would anyone be interested in testing our Service, Finto, with this theme on multilingualism of metadata? https://finto.fi/en/”

“I think that all metadata should be created by a common standard. I think that the requirement to provide at least an additional version of metadata in English would really improve the discoverability of all described objects, and books as well.”

“ScienceOpen is aggregating metadata, mostly via citations of DOIs for books and chapters from Crossref - we are now up to over 3 million records. Unfortunately the metadata we pull in from Crossref is rather thin - very few abstracts or license information. You can see how the "computers" view your metadata on ScienceOpen: https://www.scienceopen.com/link/cb8aa50f-4968-4525-9c6d-948296096dcd”

“FYI for those attending NISO+ this week, here is the link to the session with Brian O’Leary and Lorraine Estelle touching on OA eBook metadata: NISO Plus 2021: Open access and analytics (Christina Drummond)

“Records with more information (Abstracts, licenses, references) definitely get more usage on our platform. It is definitely in a publisher's interest to add not just a minimal viable record but rather a maximum of information to Crossref.”

“Formats have different fields that don’t always line up either (ONYX, MARC, Dublin Cube, etc.).”

“This underscores the importance of use-cases. Which metadata standards support which use-cases?” (Christina Drummond)

“The best way to include the researchers is to add ORCIDs to the metadata record. Then they get credit.”

Contribute a use case to Metadata 2020 (Jennifer Kemp)

Crosswalks EDItEUR (Christina Drummond)

“IN OAPEN/DOAB we created both ONIX and MARC to tackle this.”

“Economic model - see Jisc Plan M Consultants report.”